SCIENCE, POLICY AND PRACTICE NOTE 1

Meeting the Challenge of Sustainable
Intensification – An Introduction to SIP
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What is Sustainable Intensification (SI)?
SI is about finding an optimal balance between
environmental, social and economic outcomes.

As Figure 1 suggests, farmland is at the heart of this.
How land is managed at a farm and a landscape scale
determines the balance between various outcomes.

SI has been defined by SIP as:

Changes to a farming system that
maintain or increase the production of
agricultural products while enhancing
or maintaining the delivery of a range of
other environmental and societal benefits,
measurable from a specified area of land
and over a specified time-frame.
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Figure 1. The SI balancing act. Optimisation of environmental, social
and economic outcomes
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Where Does the Term Come From?

The SI Challenge

The term SI was first used in the mid-1990s with
reference to agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa. It became
much more prominent as a result of the global food
price rises of 2008 and the re-emergence of food
security as major global issue for agricultural policies and
development. In the UK, the concept was promoted
by an influential report by the Royal Society, which
contributed to the UK government embracing the term
and establishing the SI Research Platform (SIP) in 2014.

The need to increase agricultural output whilst
maintaining or enhancing ecosystem services is
widely accepted. Many previous studies have focused
on a single or narrow set of issues at farm-level.
However, coordination at the scale of river catchments
(landscapes) or larger is necessary to achieve many
environmental and social outcomes, for example, an
improvement in river quality requires action across a
catchment. So, there is a need to look at the challenges
of SI across a range of scales and disciplines. This is
what SIP was designed to achieve.
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Figure 2. The number of academic articles with titles or abstracts highlight the term ‘sustainable intensification’
up to the end of 2015 (Source: ISI Web of Science, Reproduced from: Gunton et al., 2016, Figure 1).
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The SIP Platform: Who is Involved?
SIP is a collaboration of over 30 partners spanning universities, research organisations, farming industry and environmental
organisations, working with farmers, advisers, stakeholders and policymakers. The research has been focused on six main
study farms in seven study areas, representing some of the main agricultural land uses and geographies in England and Wales.

Figure 3. The 35 organisations involved directly in SIP research

Figure 4. SIP study areas and farms across a range of sectors, farming systems and landscapes in England and Wales
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What Did SIP Do?
SIP took a holistic approach that examined SI through three research projects investigating the farm (SIP 1), landscape (SIP 2),
supply chain and market (SIP 3) perspectives.
SIP provided the tools, knowledge and practical guidance to help individuals and groups to identify and prioritise opportunities
for SI, and put into place approaches and practices to help deliver it.
SIP also developed stronger links between scientists, farmers, economists, policymakers and environmental and agricultural
organisations.
So what were the Objectives of SIP?
SIP 1 – Integrated Farm Management (IFM) for improved
economic, environmental and social performance:

SIP 2 – Opportunities and risks for farming and the
environment at landscape scales:

1. Develop improved indicators and standardised
methodologies for farmers, land managers and advisers
to measure the economic, environmental and social
performance of farms

1. Understanding farmer collaboration (literature review,
survey across study areas and follow up focus groups)
2. Developing and applying a Dynamic Landscape
Typology Tool

2. Identify and demonstrate farm management interventions
(practices) for the sustainable intensification of agriculture
3. Investigate ways of better communicating complex
messages to farmers, and propose approaches for more
innovative and effective decision support around IFM

3. Applying and testing landscape interventions in Platform
case study areas
4. Design and develop an SI benchmarking system

SIP 3 explored how farmers respond to external influences such as market forces and climate change,
and looked for opportunities to encourage SI through the food chain.
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Figure 5. The Sustainable Intensification Research Platform
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Further Resources
SIP 1 reports will appear here: http://bit.ly/2sN9WUW
SIP 2 reports will appear here: http://bit.ly/2tYtWnx
SIP 3 report is available here: http://bit.ly/2uxsRA2
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Defining Sustainable Intensification and Developing Metrics
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and Risks for Farming and the Environment at Landscape
Scales http://bit.ly/2tYtWnx
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The Sustainable Intensification Research Platform (SIP) is a multi-partner
research programme comprising academia, farmers, industry experts,
environmental organisations, and policymakers.
Funded by Defra and the Welsh Government, the platform explores the
opportunities and risks of Sustainable Intensification (SI) from a range of
perspectives and landscape scales across England and Wales.
The Platform, run from 2014-17, has investigated ways to increase farm
productivity, reduce environmental impacts, and increase the benefits that
agricultural land provides to society.

More Information
Visit: www.siplatform.org.uk
Contact: Michael Winter (University of Exeter)
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